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An ancient and commendable custow is never
to enter on the discussion of an important problem
without giving at the beginning definitions of the
more important terms. We shall have difficulty however
in defining religion inasmuch as it had its origin
thousands of years ago and while the word has been
retained, its meaning as that of many other words has
changed from century to century. The term as used to-
day by many peoples differs widely from its original
meaning. We might give attention to its etymology but
that would help us very little with a word so far re-
moved from its primary significance.
Today there is but little unanimity of meaning
in the word as used by peoples in different coun-
tries and in diverse stations in life. With the en-
lightened it may mean faith in, worship of, and com-
munion with an unseen worthy spiritual Being; with
another class it may mean emotion or morality; with
another fear or hope, with another supersti-
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tion. It. if; easy to conceive of a tribe no benighted
that it has no name for its religion though the crude
essence is there .There also may be religion or the
semblance of it without the sign of a Knowledge of
divine beings.
The Fetish worshipper holds stones, trees, twigs,
roots, corn, teeth, skin and feathers as objects of
reverence because they are regarded as embodying
spirits. Anything that excites his curiosity will
add to his list of objects to be 'worshipped. He does
not necessarily treat his deity with respect for he
may throw it aside as useless, rain threats upon it
or beat- it to make it serve him better
«
A slight advance on this very primitive form of
worship is nature worship. Here the objects of wor-
ship were the sun, moon, fire, wind and the like.
Nature worship may be divided into two classes,
in one of which we may observe marked advance in that
objects
are worshipped in a symbolic sense with crude cere-
's
mony
.
About on a par with nature worship was ancestor
this
worship. Dreams had much to do in estab lishing. form
of religion /^During dreams the spirit was supposed
to leave the body and return when it awoke. In death
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it was further reasoned that the spirit leaves the
body permanently hut lingers near old haunts."
Thus we see that there are common elements in
all religion, Jastrow gives them as follows:- (1)
The existence of a God (2) the duty to worship God
(3) Virtue and piety as the chief elements in this
worship (4) Repentance for sins and amendment of one*
course and ( 5 ) The belief in a future world where re-
wards and punishments are meted out. Not every pri-
mitive religion contains all these elements but if
we with Menzies regard the whole subject of religion
a
as .development from the beginning we can easily see
how the crude and primitive forms led up to and were
the forerunners of the complete religious codes of
today. As we study the history and growth of re-
ligion we shall see how the educational element be-
comes more and more prominent. A growth is easily
tracable in connection with other institutions and
we hold that no violence is done to maintain that
this is the case in the religious realm. This view
tends to make us charitable with regard to the re-
ligions of ancient times and the crude heathen reli-
gions of today.
According to Lessing the trend in religion was
•
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steadily upward and "bore close relation to the stages
of human progress. The higher the culture the purer
the religion. While obedience and piety are not
the acme to be reached in the religious life they are
the foundations of a sole theoretical religion and
this underlies the practical. The form assumed by re-
ligion corresponds to the stage of culture reached. T
regard religion simply as a kind of police regulation
places it on a low plane but even on this plane it
has wielded a powerful influence not a nmall part of
which has been educative,
their
ForA^
7# present attainments the civilizations
of the world are largely indebted to the various re-
ligions. They have been the organisers and unifiers
of society. The religious sentiment behind law has
been potent in its reinforcement. The oath would be
a
impotent without the idea ofASupreme being. Because
of religion the family takes shape and holds its
prestige and civil institutions take root and main-
tain their integrity. The unexplainable questions
concerning the heathen conditions of India and China
are largely ansv.ered by the he at lien's devotion to
his ,gfbd.
We blame the Hindu, the South Sea Islander
)
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and all the other heathen for their devotion to a
false religion hut they, as all the rest of mankind
.
are bo constituted that they must have some form of
religion and untiib they learn of a better they are
sure to cling to the old.
The spontaneous character of religion is remark-
•
able. Ho man can tell how or where he received his
religious nature. It has been a growth with him un-
til it has pervaded his whole being and controls his
entire development. If he is a. thinker he cannot dis-
sociate nature and fhe things around him from an
overruling power. The highest thinking of which man
is capable — that in theology and philosophy—is
carried on • in trying to account for the ever-
present Divine element in tilings.
Having taken this survey we are prepared more
fully than ever to see the difficulty involved in
defining religion. There are almost as many defi-
nitions of religion as there are religions. The
brief one 11 The worship of higher powers from a
sense of need" seems to fit all phases and condi-
tions of life as well as any.
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In order to understand fully how religion
is or tends to education we need to comprehend the
meaning of education.
This to has passed through many stages and al-
and larger
though there have been many individuals with clearer^
visions than their contemporaries the educational
conceptions of today in the enlightened world are far
in advance of and far different from those in primi-
tive times.
In the earlier stages of existence and society
we see education in its simplest form yet even here
we see the germ of all education; reaching outward
and upward and a desire to unite the known to the
unknown. One main difference between primitive edu-
cation and the education in older and civilized com-
munities is that the former is largely unconscious
while the latter is conscious and self-directed.
As in primitive religions there are no formal rites,
no established ceremonies, no churches: so in primi-
tive education there were no school systems, no bod-
ies of ln^wledge,no subjects of study. limitation
is the only method here if indeed it may be called a
method.
By analyzing the education of the primitive man
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we find that it, consists of two processes. The first
is the training necessary to comply with and satisfy
the practical necessi tieSof life. This means that he
shall learn how to hunt
,
fish, prepare skins and
make shelter and do these in the way prescribed by
the head .men oi.' the tribe or clan. The seoond is
the training in forms of -procedure or worship
through . hich every member of the group must go to
placate the spirit world or secure its good will.
When these ends are accomplished he is satisfied.
Here again may be seen the oonnection between re-
ligion and education and how the one enters into
and moulds the other.
It is a long step from the primitive man of Af-
rica with his crude aspirations and still cruder
ways of realizing them to the firmly established,
well-regulated and well-taught schools of Germany.
The educational aim in the schools of Germany and
America ie vastly higher and broader than that in
early society. It may be held that the broader the
vision of any people and its leaders at any stage of
its civilisation the higher and more far-reaching
will be its educational aims and ideals for the cor-
responding period.. Alfred the Great will never be
1
T). H. K.
forgotten for the impetus he gave to learning and es-
pecially English literature. Ke established libraries
founded seminaries and at Oxford started schools
which grew into the great university that hears that
name. For the robust and commanding English prose
of later years we are in a large degree indebted to
him. Charles the Great in Germany, almost a con-
temporary of Alfred, was there nearly duplicating his
work, in those obscure tines. He founded schools, se-
cured the best teachers for them, collected libra-
ries and established at Paris the first European Col-
lege
.
These men were p. s lights shining in the darkness
But their zeal in education and learning was closely
coupled with great interest in the church and the re-
ligions of their countries and times. Both were en-
thusiasts for the church and used their potent in-
fluence to train up a worthy ministry. These con-
spicuous characters served their constituents with re
markable ability and the success of their efforts is
very far-reaching.
After this brief survey we are prepared to ex-
amine some specific definitions and aims of education
One author holds that " The aim of education is to ad
8.
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just the individual to his material and immaterial
environment through established or fixed ways of do-
ing things in regard both to worK and to worship".
Another holds that " Education in so far as it de-
pends upon conscious exertion is that process by
which a human being is enabled to transcend his origi
nal nature and attain his ideal nature, or be the
most desirable thing he can be ». This end attained
his
is^good. If this definition is accepted, one natur-
ally inquires, wherein does man's ideal nature or
his highest good and usefulness consist?
Many and widely divergent views have been ex-
pressed in answering this question. Buddha, for in-
stance, makes man's good consist in the complete sup-
.press&on of selfhood: Plato makes it to consist in
the vision of eternal ideas of which the things of
sense are but, imperfect *opies: Aristotle in the
exercise of man's highest faculty, his reason; Epi-
curus in the enjoyment of abiding pleasure; Jesus in
absolute submission to the will of God; Dante in
the vision or enjoyment of God; Goethe in devotion
to the well-being of humanity. Milton holds that the
aim of education is the knowledge of God and the
likeness to God. Ke says H that & complete and
9.
3 ^t^-i^fV_g?c
.
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generous education fits a man to perform, justly,
skillfully, and magnanimously all the officers both
private and public of peace and war " . Running througl
nearly all of these conceptions of the highest good
may be seen the religious element or instinct aid-
ing in its determination. This enables us to as-
sert finally that education is the process by which
human beings are raisdd from their original nature to
their ideal nature, from a life of sense governed by
instinct to a moral life governed by reason and a
spiritual life governed by faith and love.
With this meager conception it may be easily
seen how education and educational aims and ideals
have been a growth. If thin idea is kept in mind, re-
garding education as well as religion one may more
easily see how the religions of the world have had a
distinct educational value. There is a alose rela-
tion existing between education and religion.
Some religions and systems of religion have
been very retiring and unobtrusive while others have
been ostentatious. But whatever its character every
religion worthy of the name is liable to be made the
object of scientific inquiry. Religions even of the
crudest kinds have so entered into every phase of
L
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the national and individual life, have drawn to them-
eelveB so much attention that they must be objects
of examination. Different religions manifest them-
selves in many and varied ways. Whether these mani-
festations exist in the form of legend or story, of
dogma or practice of rites or ceremonies intelligence
must determine.
Tho common psychological origin, the intense
personal element running through all of them makes
theScienceof Religion very attractive. Even though
vaany religions and some phases of every religion at
times seem nearly dead with ritualism and ecolesias-
tieisnijWhen a soul is in distress almost any reli-
gion is better than none. For after all as Sabatier
says^the essence of religion 11 is a conscious and
willed relation into which the soul in distress en-
ters with the mysterious power on which it feels
that it and its destiny depend". It is in this feel-
ing of dependence upon a higher power, which prompts
one to call upon that higher pow^r, that constitutes
the chief educative value of religion.
Thus we see that religion - and above all Chris-
tianity - is -*or intelligence. If pagan religions
have avoided the light and shunned investigation
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Christianity took the opposite course. She invites
the searching gaze of true intelligence and finds in
it the immediate source of her strength. The Chris-
12.
tion religion is synonymous with freedom not only in <
^p(> l^yLyc<(_-
feeling and willing but for thinking through the (P^t^o-a^-
truth. When Jesus said " The truth shall maKe you
free" no qualification was added. Men had tried to
free themselves by force, legislative enactment,
by culture, by civilization but none of these give
freedom except as they lead to the truth. Ignorance,
superstition and willful blindness cause the great-
est bondage. Facte learned in colleges and univer-
sities give us a greater reverence for the Creator.
So religion and especially Christianity build? school-
houses, endows . universities and hires the most truth-
loving teachers. Religion presupposes and has for one
of its aims the encouragement of intelligence: in-
telligence respecting the nature of cod, the nature
and relations of man and of the universe with which
he is immediately connected. Christianity's prom-
ise is " Eternal Life" through the knowledge of the
Father. If there is a truth that elevates and lib-
erates it is the thought of immortality which was
brought to light through the G-osnel of Jesus Christ.
••
»
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In the hope and. knowledge of that truth martyrs in
all ages have been free from the fear of pain and
death. There cannot he revelation without intelli-
gence. Revelation is a misnomer when used as pertain-
ing to the merely sense preemptions of the material-
ist. He is an agnostic because revelations on the
spititual plane are above and beyond him. To such a
person all true philosophy as well as absolute truth
and absolute religion are mysterious and theoreticall
incredible. But for the true man who has reached the
stature of real manhood, who is a spiritual being,
for him no truth is or can be essentially mysterious.
The details may not be completely apprehended, but it
substance is comprehended. Truths of the absolute
and omniscient whioh are necessarily of the very es-
sence of reason and reality can neither be revea.led
or Known " except as in harmony with reason and re-
ality" and as throwing an illuminating light on both.
They really enlighten and do not simply mystify in-
telligence
.
Only a few years ago there was a supposed con-
flict between scienc- 5 and revelation. Some feared the
conflict was a hopeless one and that reconciliation
could never be brought about, while others hoped that
s
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this might be the case. But when prejudice was laid
aside and careful investigation made it was found
that the supposed conflict did not exist but rather
that science and revelation are really one and the
same thing. There is no true revelation that is not
science and no true science that is not* revelation.
There are not two Kinds of truth. It makes no dif-
ference whether the truth is brought to us by a Paul
or a Kepler. They are ultimately on the same basis.
If there seems to be any incongruity our mental pre-
ceptions are responsible. Here we are in no way les-
sening the religious value of revelation. We are sim-
ply giving it a broader foundation so that it will
be more apt to appeal to thinking minds. While the
Bible is opening to us one phase of universal truth,
the sociologist and chemist are disclosing other and
different phases of the same truth. T7o sane think-
ing person will deny the fact that every advance
mp.de by science in connection with cosmic knowledge
has rapidly and in many cases powerfully affected our;
theological ideas. Since certain aberrations and mis-
conceptions of our earlier years concerning the Bible
and its teachings have been revealed to us, we see as
never before the directly religious and enligthening
14.
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value of science. Copernicus, Kepler, Nekton, Faraday
and Maxwell read God's thoughts after Him. The reli-
gious awe which filled their souls as they discov-
ered new truths was probably as marked as that of wor/^
Kers in purely spiritual realms. Kepler prayed that
" He might find in his own soul the God whom he dis-
covered everywhere without 11 . The present attitude of
the scientific leaders has changed materially from
0£
that of the scientists.thirty years ago. Materialism
has been outgrown and thrown aside. God is seen to be-
hind all and in all and through all. The doctrine of
divine immanence is one of the most prominent today.
The intelligence and mind of God are responsible not
only for things as they are but for their contin-
uation. All human intelligence would be impotent were
it not for for the divine intelligence. The age of
revelation is not over and the discoveries that are
being made by scientists almost daily are toward the
same end and are furthering the same cause as the
utterances of the priests and apostles.
Universities are the friends of true religion.
They incease and scatter the light . The truth which
seeks the light and craves exposure, has nothing to
dread from such institutions. They stand for the im-
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intellectual
mortal as against the sensuous, for the iHHHHHHr as
against the animal. The lower propensities of a per-
son's nature are not apt to he neglected. Nature
guards them under penalty of sickness or death. But
to inspire humanity with higher aims and ingraft in-
to it noble purposes is not so easy hut. is worth the
effort as it makes for the exaltation of character.
Men and institutions that stand for larger concep-
tions and hroader visions of the truth are indis-
pensible. Any person who aids in inducing others to
give up the ballroom, card-table and cheap novel foij
the reading-room, lecture-hall and church is ren-
dering his age a service of inestimable value. How
muoh society needs today the vision that will enable
it to see things in their right perspective; not live|
for today alone but see the day after tomorrow, the
future and plan for that. If ever the people as a
whole needed a guiding flash of light from the beacon
of eternal truth it is now. This might check world-
liness and set them in pursuit of eternal results.
In too many instances people scarcely take time to
pray, the family altar has been pushed aside and
shorter sermons are demanded on every hand.
Among God's greatest gifts to a nation are the
16
•
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religious mystics, its prophets, its great poets and
teachers, who see and feel God and have a genius for
morals, right ousness and justice. Where there is no
vision of Ohrist and exalted Christian service charity
and hope fade. Seeing Christ and the progress of his
work we have a nobler faith and a larger charity.
Where there is no vision of the Divine Father-
hood, devotion subsides for our devotional life ac-
cords with our conception of God. Where there is no
vision of Divine Providence energy declines. Anoient
Greece, notwithstanding all the brilliance and beauty
which later ages and other lands have striven in vain
to rival, fell to pieces before a stronger foe just
for lack of a vision based on something that could en-
dure. Wb have learned from Greece the valuable les-
son that if a nation is to abide she must have a vis-
ion of something more than culture. Rome^with her
splendid ideals of order and justice, of duty and
patriotism, crumbled into impotence at last before
barbaric foes because she had no vision to fall back
upon save the memories and examples of past great-
ness; fell because even her stately philosophies had
no power to vivify and recreate. If Rome and the Ro-
mans had heeded the vision brought by Paul which was
It-
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rendered, possible by the Incarnation of the Son of
God, she might not have lost her grandeur and glory
and been trailed in the mud by Barbarian hordes.
In a very definite way the universities have
furnished the great defenders of the ohureh. Provi-
dence may begiii with weak instruments but they cannot
remain weak for their very exertions build them into
greatness. Cod prepares great \orkers for and in
great work. Tarsus which rivalled Athens, Antioch and
Alexandria in wealth and grandeur was not second to
Alexandria in the arts and sciences, while the schol-
ar GamaliSof Jerusalem was well fitted to continue
the training of the great apostle to the Gentiles.
Alexandria
}
which at one time contained the richest
library in the world and a museum where learned men
of -ivery description were entertained at the expense
of the state, was not too good a place for Clement
and Origen to prepare for the immense service they
were to render the church. The University of Witten-
berg is famous principally for the facts that Luther
the fighter, who nailed his ninety-five theses to
the church door was professor there as was also
Melanchthon the learned and polished scholar in
Latin, Greek, theology, medicine and lav/. The Refor-
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mation was a success because it was in the hands of
these and other famous scholars and leaders. John
Knox that powerful and fearless preacher against the
papacy, and who because of her sins struck terror to
the heart of the re.ig-ning queen, was a graduate of
St. Andrews . The reformation,which began in England
in the eighteenth century and is spreading over the
whole world was started by such scholars as Wesley
and Fletcher and is being continued by the Clarkes,
Benson©j Watsons and other eminent scholars of our
own t irne
.
While it is true that many successful men in
the church have not been great scholars their suc-
cess is made possible because of the thorough work
done and the weapons furnished by these and other
great leaders of the church. Without the equipment
s
furnished by them the chagrin and sorrow of great
loss and de.Teat must have attended their every effort
While there has not always been a close relation
between pagan religions and education the Christian
religion has been behind the entire advance educa-
tional movement. Today the home and the school hold
a place of pre eminent importance in the plan for the
world's red jmption. Refined and perfected through the
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efforts of the eleot during the centuries, they stand
out pre-eminently as the finest products of Christian
ity. The demand for popular education grew up within
the churoh and several of the great educational lead-
ers - notably Pestallozzi and Froebel - have looked
upon education as distinctly religious and in it gave
large place to the work, of the home.
It may be claimed that the home and the school
ed
reach- some degrees of excellence in pagan times andA
that it is not fair to give Christianity so much cred-
it. But God was in the world working for better
things in religion and education even before the
Christian era and the laws and forces which make for
progress were in full operation, Wherever Chris-
tian teaching and the love of Christ have had full
sway the results have been much different than in
pagan lands. Today we have not only the Christian
churoh but the Christian home, Christian litera-
ture, Christian art and Christian governments. The
teachings of Christ have been put into operation in
the lives of the Howards, Shaftesburys and Nightin-
gales -jf history until we find that where once there
v/as oppression and tyranny there is now equality and
justice; where there was neglect of the young, the
20.
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weak, the poor, the defective, and the Buffering,
there is now the most tender care. An institution ded
icated by the state to the curing and alleviating of
disease is no less Christian,because it is supported
by taxation^than one sustained by voluntary contri-
butions. In the penal institutions of our land you
may find ample provision made for the physical, moral
and spiritual welifare of the unfortunate people to
be found there. In every Christian land influences
and safeguards are thrown around even the lowest
criminal in the way of kind treatment, good litera-
ture, and religious administration until" he feels
the same touch that cured the leper and hears the
same voice that spoke peace and comfort to the dy-
ing thief"
.
The patience, fidelity and devotion of the teac-fi
— ers in these institutions is as marked as that of
many a missionary.
Then Christianity is making that narrow concep-
tion^ which makes for the saving of the individual
soul and its happiness
?
give way to the larger thought
which sees the world in all its forces and onward
movement redeemed and uplifted. Jesus emphasized the
v;orth of the individual and that is the foundation of
>
i
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universal education. Christianity's ideal is that
every human being shall know the whole truth.
Modern education puts a premium on thoroughness
and sincerity, it emphasizes the inner life. The
school is not simply to veneer* or polish the child
hut to develop his character. Surely here it is in
harmony with Him who said "Out of the heart are the
issues of life"
.
Modern education also places emphasis on large-
ness of life. Not only is the school to train the in-
tellect and fill it with Information it is to teach
its pupils to live the comprehensive life that Jesus
intended.
The Christian religion especially increases
the efficiency of any educational system by making
possible the spiritual element for its teachers. We
speak of teachers here in the larger sense. Artists,
poets, statesmen, physicians and parents are ali tea-
chers. The spiritual element is necessary to make
the work of any of these of real worth. Hopkins
at Williams and Arnold at Rugby were reverenced not
especially for their teaching although that was ex-
cellent, but rather for something outside of text-
books. The high regard for them rested on the spirit-
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ual
.
The great painter is one who perceives the
spiritual and has the ability to put it on canvas.
.
The potent religious influence of statuary and archi-
tecture is due to the fact that so much of the New
Testament has been treated in this way. Again the
politician and statesman that impresses his fellows
and accomplishes real, lasting good sees farther
than material things.
While an abundance of ideas is an excellent thing
in teaching, it is not the only or highest thing.
It is true that intellectual range on the part of
the teacher inspires, but the teacher of true power
has a close relation to things spiritual. Having this
he does not need to put forth such an effort to be
original. Originality will be a constant outgrowth
of his life. The way to make" old things" constantly
to become " new" is to enlarge the fiaj.d of vision by
an ever-deepening life and this comes in other ways
more rapidly than by study. When a teacher knows a
truth simply as a fact and ip'e sent s it in that way it
will be dry to the listeners, but when he " suffers
over it" and " triumphs in it" he will be «ure to
make it interesting. Re makes himself inexhaustible
*
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by putting himself into the attitude of growth and
discovery with regard to his inner life.
There is never so much danger of here sv as
when we try to urge upon others ideas that we have
not realized ourselves. For our souls health as well
as the health of those we teach our lives should be
so rich that our lips cannot utter all the richness.
There is a way to make the present always outshine
the past. When this is done there will he no question
about freshness or real efficiency. There is a rich-
ness of inspiration for those who live near God which
helps them to know that they are but, instruments of
a higher power. This is the secret of the power of
and
Paul, Savonarola . all the great teachers and preach-
ers of the centuries.
Christian religion aids in education in that it
guides us and lifts the heavy burdens from our shoul-
ders so that exterior influences intended to aid in
our transformation toward the good shall make the
desired impressions.
The assurance that" the hairs of our head are
all numbered" should bring comfort to all people for
if intelligence made the hair and is caring for it,
intelligence is also looking after the wearer. If the
PA
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design of this passage should enter into our lives
we would do less worrying and more work.
Religion tries to give people assurance that in
this world they are not left to fight their own bat-
tles and work their way through unguided. But the
evidence of this fact generally cones to people when
they most feel the need of it; in the afternoon of
life when parents are gone and friends are few and
far removed. When that part of life comes in which
are the suffering, the decaying and dying, then for
the loyal soul there comes the confidence of a won-
derful leading. In his later invalid years Robert
liOuis Stevenson writes " If you are sure in the long
runtrha/tGod means kindness to you you should be hap-
py" . Stevenson had become sure of that
.
The soul has an inmeasurable adaptability to
conditions and impressions, but to rebuild it and
to transform it new spiritual elements are needed.
Every fine temperament that is striving to realize
its best has felt at times almost overwhelmingly the
rushing in of spiritual life. Prayer may be defined
as the process by which the soul is prepared to re-
ceive spiritual light.
Moreover religion and civilization advance to-
•(
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get her. According as the civilization of any people
bo is its religion. The African who never thought
about schools, who is
'
inhuman and bloodthirsty can-
not be expected to have a lofty spiritual faith.
Religion must reflect the ideals of society in
which it exists. The needs of society however orude
its conditions must be the burden of its prayers.
Thus itsneeds form the connecting linK between a
society's religion and its civilization. A God that
does not prove himself to be in touch with his peo-
ple will be cast aside. As one writer has said " Re-
ligion is the inner side of civilization" . It shows
what from age to age lias be^n the object of men's
aspiration and endeavor. Religion is the very soul of
history
.
We are now prepared to see the very olose re-
lation existing between religion and education.
Either of these are a very sure ind^x of civilization
and hence cannot be separated as long as there are
people to civilize and hearts that aspire to better
things in life and character.
•
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The higher the being worshipped, and in the
case of Christianity , the more faithfulness and sin-
sincerity manifestsdj the more rapid the education al
process.
It is the law of the human nature that people
become like what they admire, take an interest in and
worship. The person taking the part of the Christ in
the Oberammergau play became transformed in a few
decades from a rough uncouth peasant to a person of
beautiful features. So we would hardly expect that
the Fetish worshipper who is content to have stones,
twigs, claws and teeth as his gods would be civilized
very rapidly. V/e should not blame him toofseverely for
being thus easily content, for he was very completely
at the mercy of his surroundings. He did! got under-
stand the laws of nature and the natural forces at
work in the world.
Nature worship was perhaps an advance on Fet-
ish worship but even if one regarded the sun, moon
and fire ?s fit objects of worship he could not hope
because of this to aspire to very great intellectual
or spiritual heights. When symbolism and ritualism
are combined with nature worship v/e are inclined to
think th'-t progress is being made but with all worship
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of this character there is an unintelligent su-
perstition that prevents the most rapid progress.
Ancestor worship has advantages which appeal to
us. It may be regarded as one of the steps by which
one rises to the worship of the One great Ancestor
of all men. Then it helped to build up the family and
greatly enriched domestic life, by tending toward
monogamy. It was a cogent restraining force, for
bad conduct on the part of the son might be fatal
to the family line. A professor in the Imperial uni-
versity of Japan who is a modern ancestor worshipper
states the reason for his worship in the following
language:- M We firmly believe that our ancestors
other than their bodies do not die. They are immor-
tal. The spirits of the fathers and mothers who
loved their children even though their bodies ha.ve
perished, still in the other world live and watch
over their descendants". But after all is said,
one seldom improves if lie has no one besides his
ancestors to copy after. While ancestor worship led
through cultivation of friendly relations with spirit
of deceased ancestors, to a primitive kind of spirit
worship, it did not contain the essential germs of
progress
.
3
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Only when we come to those nations" whose God
is the Lord" do we find marked growth and progress
in civilization. The key to Abraham's success and to
the fact that he stands out as a unique character in
the world's history is his firm faith in and adherence
to the only true God. Ke obeyed God'u first command"
Get theeout of thy country, and from thy kindred and
from thy father's house, unto the land that I will
show thee". This very obedience tried and strengthened
his faith for it threw him upon his own resources and
God. By taking up his crosh; he obtained the bles-
sedness and renown that awaits all who listen for and
obey God's voice. This obedience to God and faith in
God gave Abraham great power with God. If there had
been a few more righteous people -in Sodom Abraham's
intercessions would have saved the city. His magnan-
imous spirit and faith, both of which are prominent
factors in a person's education prompted him to
give Lot his choice of lands and so Abraham was saved
from the temptations in connection wih the"cities
of the plain". Through Abraham's obeiience in offering
Isaac, God taught all nations for all time a sublime
lesson of trust.
Moses is another of the outstanding characters
1i
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of all 111 story. He served a long apprenticeship but
when God called hira he answered anri became the
deliverer of a nation. We cannot account for the ex-
alted character of Moses or the work which he did ex-
cept on the ground that he was a child of prayer and
faith and a servant of God. Kirs sublime humility and
infinite patience are an inspiration for the ages.
Joshua, the courageous warrior . fldlfd successor of
Moses, is another of God's chosen instruments.
There were many and strong enemies for Joshua and the
Israelites to encounter in taking and subduing the
promised land but Joshua's courage and faith was not
daunted because he trusted in God. He too had served
a long and faithful apprenticeship with the Israelites.
The deed of a Grace Darling is not the product of the
moment alone that gives it birth but the result of
long years of discipline, courage and ministry to
others. The summons to Joshua was the recompense for
more than eighty years of faithful service.
None of us can tell for what God is educating us.
We may not always know why we are called upon to en-
dure hardship, suffer persecution or perform ignoble
tasks, but these must be done and suffered before we
are ready for the high position that awaits us.

D
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Although the career of the Israelites was very
checkered they did enjoy triumphs and successes and
in the main were always superior to their cntem-
poraries and enemies. This must beaccounted for by
the fact that her leaders were nearly all men of God !
and that they were children of God.
After the death of Joshua the Israelites went
through some severe training. They were in the diffi-
cult position of being compelled to administer their
affairs without an established leader and at the same
time develop their national life and fight the bat-
tle which is being waged wherever God has a following,
that of the spiritual against the material. If they
had driven the Canaa.nites from the land as God com-
manded and taken fulcb possession things would have
gone smoother with them but as they did not God
seeks to educate them by the routjfr .of their short-
comings. Since they had disobeyed the Divine teacher
they must go to school to a severer teacher, and from
annoyances, temptations, dangers and evil men gain
the discipline and learn the lessons of obedience
and right onsness.
God had given Israel the leadership of two great
men for a given period and no>A she is thrown on her
ti
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own resources. Two facte stand out very prominently
in her history at this time:- I. When she is true to
God she prospers. II. When she is untrue she fails.
The battle between the Israelites and their
enemies was one of ideas as well as arms for they
must preserve the sacred ideals and traditions of the
past while the idolatrous nations with which they
were surrounded were thrusting their ideas con-
tinually before them and by intermarriage and policy
almost compelling the Israelites to accept them.
Although Israel had many ups and downs; went
away from God many times and as often came back, the
education she received at the hand of God was produc-
tive of final good. This may be se^n from the fact
that the Israelites developed a national life. Con-
sidering their discouraging surroundings this was a
great accomplishment and was necessary before the
Kebrev; race could discharge her God-appointed duty of
being a cradle of that religion that had its in-
ception in those precious ideas communicated by God
to Moses.
From a hasty glance we might get the idea that
most of the years of the development of the national
life of the Israelites were years of war and oppres-
••
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sion but a study of the chronology shown that the
periods of peace and prosperity were much longer than
the seasons of war and oppression. Although Israel
was punished from time to time for her carelessness
God did everything for her. He even overruled at
times so that the foes which seemed to be an un-
mixed menace each presented to the Hebrews civi-
lization from which something might be learned. Is-
rael is led along a course of development and as the
Divine plan is unfolded it is seen that not by sud-
den and fierce clearing away of opponents was she to
reach her glory, but in the way of patient fidelity
amidst temptation, by long struggles and arduous
discipline. When Israel enjoyed the leadership of
the far-seeing level headed Samuel or the humble,
obedient Gideon she triumphed gloriously, but when
some unprincipled judge wasjher leader she failed
miserably. Upon the whole her education was a success
when one considers the times and conditions under
which it took place. And the rjecord of her suc-
cesses and failures is a warning and guide to all
nations while time shall' endure.
It is not an accident that England, Germany and
the United States are the leading nations of the Clob
f»
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while Spain and Belgium command but little respect.
In the former protestant countries the pure worship
of Jehovah has had full or nearly full sway while
in the latter Roman Catholicism has been dwarfing
the mind, beggaring the people anl repressing pro-
gress. When the 11 Invincible Armada " threatened to
overthrow Protestant England, Spain could boast of
forty three millions of subjects. How she has only
seventeen millions. England, W$les and Scotland then
numbered about four millions, but in 1891 the pop-
ulation had reached over thirty eight millions, be-
sides colonial subjects all over the world, swel-
ling the number to three hundred and fifty millions.
vMaryoli"try\is a poor substitute for Christianity.
The Protestant nations of the earth are filled with
school-houses and centres of culture while the non-
protestant countries enjoy anything but true pros-
perity. Macaulay says M Throughout Christendom, what-
ever advance has been made in Knowledge, in free-
dom, in wealth, and in the arts of life, has been
made in spite of her ( Rome ) and has everywhere been
in inverse proportion to her power. The lovliest
and most fertile provinces of Europe have, under her
rule, been BunK in poverty and in intellectual torpor
•«
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while protestant* countries, once proverbial for ster-
ility and barbarianiism, have been turned by skill
and industry into flourishing gardens and can ^oast
of a long list of heroes, statesmen, philosophers
and poets"
.
The modern history of Europe shows that even a
poor religion is educative when in competition with
one that is true. The empty form and questionable
practices of the former may for a time be obscured
by a show of ritualism, ecclesiastisism and empty
power but the people are not slow to discern this
sham while the vigor and effectiveness of the latter
appeals to them until they throw off the one and
embrace the other.
This is taking place in many countries of
Europe today. In Italy under the very eyes of the
Pope the old foundations of the Roman Catholic
church are sliding away. As Garabaldi says " There
is no place on Qarth where the Pope is less regarded
than at Rome" . The Italians very generally have re-
nounced Roman Catholicism with its form and sham.
Ptotestantism, because it stands for an advance in-
tellectually, morally, commercially and politically,
is being received with open arms by the King and
i1
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other officials of Italy. Priestly influences
long hostile to education have given away to the new
a has
forces. The Italian government energetically in-
troduced the worn of public instruct on, made a grant
of one million sterling for school Purposes, and
added to it the greater oortion of the vast revenues
of two thousand four hundred monastic establishment
s
it had confiscated? Prom the windows of the Vatican
the Pope beholds the flag of the King who rules in
his stead.
What is true of Italy is true in a greater
or less degree of most European countries. We Know
how in France the backbone of the Papacy has been
broken and most of its foundations removed. In
Prussia, protestantism has been steadily gaining
upon Romanism for fifty years. All over Europe
the cry is not for a new gospel but for more gospel.
•<
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Protestantism is highly educative "because
it applies so thoroughly to and inspires so com-
pletely what is best in industry, literature, music
an i art
.
When Jesus said the second commandment was "
Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself" . he sugges-
ted a Key to the welfare of society in every age.
At the present time industry has become the popular
arena for individual achievement. But the suc-
cessful industrial leader in many instances seems
to have forgotten that every man whether laborer
or employer has a right to self-preservation. In
early society self-preservation meant only the pre-
servation of life but it has come to mean the desire
to live as well as one can. This desire leads the
graspinp;, unscrupulous employer to take undue ad-
vantage in every possible way. This has lead to a
group of evils in the industrial world of far-
reaching extent and alarming proportions.
There are literally "wage - r^ Rir erj who are taxed
steadily beyond their strength, wearing out before
their time, receiving much less than a living
share of the property they have helped to create.
Many tired and poorly paid clerks and book-Keepers
,
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work farinto the night in poorly lighted, badly
ventilated quarters bo that th ose who reap the
profit may rejoice in a debilitating luxury.
Because the husband, the legitimate wage-earner
of the household is overworked and thrown aside wth-
out ample compensation, the wife and children are
compelled to take his place. As a result tiie home
is neglected and the younger children are com-
pelled to get along as well as they can without
mother. Working children are frequently required
to toil during such long hours that their strength
is nearly exhausted. Instead of being in the school-
room where they might be studying or in the open
air where they might be playing they are compelled
to breathe cotton waste and factory dust. Such a
system saps the toilers of joy and zest, hope and
cheer, and makes them into human machines. All
this transpires in a world made by Kim who said of
children " Of such is the Kingdom of Heaven". No
wonder that Brooks has said that » "Devitalized off-
spring are one of the chief horrors of industrial
centres"
.
Moreover when young girls are compelled to stanc
all day for twenty six days in every month, a deep-
•
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seated divine law of humanity is violated. And
when one considers that a blow is thus being struck
at the future vigor of the race it is time that so-
ciety should open its eyes to the actual condi-
tio!: of affairs.
It has been difficult to arouse the public
conscience to thefenormity of industrial abuses be-
cause so many dislike to try to make wrongs right.
Now the laborer has taken matters into his own hands
and by organization has placed himself in a position
to obtain more nearly his rightful share of the
products of capital and labor. To enforce his de-
mands and make the matter of bargaining more than
an empty name he has resorted to the use of such
expedients as the minimum wage, closedshop, the strik
and the boycott.
There is another side to this as to all ques-
tions. Much discontent is unreasonable and many la-
borers who are veil situated and contented are
compelled to strike simply because they are in the
organization. Some who continually insist that
things are wrong are by this doing all in their power
to make them so. There is also a kind of jealousy on
the part of many laborers with people simply because
e
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they are fortunate enough and have the ability tojbwn
mines and other means of production©. When one sifts
at
things he is ant to find that,, the bottom ignorance
and selfishness are the main sources of social
trouble
In some industrial centres where Christian em-
ployers are in authority profit-sharing is being
inaugurated and industrial troubles are thus greatly
lessened. But most employers do not seem to have
enough of the spirit of Christianity to do this. They
want men to work, the longest hours for the lowest
wages. They do not have the spirit of Christian com-
promise. The do not want to mix religion and busi-
ness. But this must be done be Core these disturbing
questions can be rightly settled. The problem of
industry today is the problem of distribution which
is a moral question. It is an acute question and
has reached an acute stage. The Christian religion
must restrain and guide in this industrial warfare
until more peaceful relations are reached or fail
to meet the sorest need of modern life.
To be sure a partially awakened public senti-
ment is bearing fruit in 'much needed factory legisla-
tion. Wow wholesome labor laws will do much toward
-<
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righting matters but side by side wi^h law must be
the impelling spirit of Christianity, Men are
not machines and no -"an .whose individuality is worth
anything oan be moulded entirely by legal enact-
ments. Instead of business being merely a money
form of
making scheme It must be regarded more as a^social
service. Success must be measured in other terms
than money. The Christian spirit lias been respon-
sible for such sentiments as " The square deal" and
it must continue until industrial life shall share
the larger life that Christ intended for all hu-
manity. Hours of j^^mhould be shortened and
wages increased as much as possible in order that
our brothers ana sisters who toil may have the where-
withal: for recreation and culture which are nec-
essary to the abundant life. If a man has the
business instinct let him regard that as an oppor-
tunity in which he can help many to a richer and
larger life. When he embarKs in business let him
not forget that his employees are brothers and sis-
ters with whom he should share his earnings and
whom he must care for in adversity and old age for
we should " Bear one another's bsrdens" «nd the
strong ought to bear the burdens of the weak.
•
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There is a clone relation between religion and
literature. They both deal with the elemental things
in man and nature; both make corresponding demands
upon the imagination. Religion is ever calling men
to an appreciation of their opportunities and the
majesty of their earthly existence. Much of the best
literature deals with the adventures of the soul in
its aspiration toward or rebellion against God.
Religion recognizes all inter play of human
passion as one of its chief concerns. Love and hun-
ger are two of the principal themes of religion and
literature. It i:; a Ion"; iourney from the associa-
tion into which the passing needs of a day bring two
men to the devotion which leads one to lay down his
life for the other. It is the office of religion to
inspire such devotion and empower the travelers, and
the part of literature to tell the story.
Much that is greatest in literature has been de-
veloped from and prompted by the written oracles of
religion. Because of their Bibles if for no other res-
son, Wyciiffc and Luther should forever have a
warm place in the Affections of literary people. It
is highly fitting that in thin literary age the ex-
traordinary literary quality of the scriptures
•/
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should be emphasized an it is. One nark of true great
ness in the scriptures as in all great literature is
that the common experiences of humanity are conceive:
under universal forms, so that people of every age
are helped by their perusal. The conflict of go^-d and
evil in Jacob, the moral integrity of exiledJoseph;
the long patience and high statesmanship of Moses
building a nation out of a horde of slaves; the con-
stancy of Ruth, the tragedy of Saul the warfare of
the flesh and spirit in David - all these are for all
to
men and all time^say nothing of the great line of
prophets.
The religious problems have seemed to be those
to which great and clear minds have turned in an at-
tempt to voice helpful messages to their own gener-
ations. Spenser sang the soul's adventures in a great
allegory. And what shall we say of the great Milton
rr
whose genius was so masterful that he may almost be
said to be the creator of the heaven and hell of
English-speaking folk. Dante was a great poet but
as Strong says " His whole universe is infinitesimal
as compared with that of Milton". Milton had the ad-
vantage of being a protestant.
One of the sweetest and most helpful singers in
•(
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the English language is Tennyson. He treats the great
truths of the soul and the future in a pleasing and
thought-compelling manner. He intends that his writ-
ings shall be useful to humanity. When his dearest
friend Arthur Hal lam died who was betrothed to Tenny-
son's sister, he began to meditate profoundly upon
the realities of the world. A wonderful development
of hear*, and soul came as a result of this inner sor-
row. The love of God is to him a grander, more ma-
jestic and, sublime thing than before. The - orld and
that and humanity
all-it, stood for assumed new significance. When
Tenr.yo.-.n had recovered from the blow of his friend's
death he was remade as a man and a poet. His " In
ttlemoriam 11 show faith triumphing over dmibt. r. W.
Robertson said " It is one of the most victorious
songs that a poet ever chanted"
.
James Russell Lowell is a religious poet of an
entirely different stamp. He could reach the sublime
and majestic but was more apt to do it from the stand-
point of humor. Lowell was not a champion of long
faced religion or somber piety. By making people
laugh he impressed many indelible Lessons on their
minds that would not have reached them any other way.
Lowell is not only a humorist; he aids one in
s
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maiing high noble resolves . He helps one to look up.
He i s also a poet of moral passion. Everything ap-
peals to him from its ethical side. If a certain
course is right he will defend, it, if wrong con-
demn it.
Not only poetry but also in prose is the re-
ligious note found. Who that has read n LesMiser ables"
can ever forget the lessons of kindness, tenderness
and charity that are inculcate^ there. Hugo makes
conscience do its work although we are apt to think
that a long time is required for the conscience that
made a coward of a bad man to make a hero o.f a good
one. What inspiration this story must give to the
unfortunate, blundering, shipwrecked humanity! It is *l
book that humanity will not let die for in it the
universal human note of struggle against sin is sung
in a triumphant strain.
How highly we value Robert Louis Stevenson with
his gospel of good cheer. ?or the sake of his
health he goes finally to Samoa where he dies. He
made the world better and more courageous becauseof
his optimistic struggle for life when lie knew the
odds were all against him.
His Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is a singular and
•1
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grim story dealing with man's dual nature. Dr. Jekyll
embodies the good Bide and Mr. Hyde the evil side,
committing crimes so atrocious that the miserable
doctor is driven to despair. The theme is powerfully
treated and in its brief compass contains more moral
teachings than one hundred sermons.
The best literature is apt to be a potent force
in crystallizing public sentiment and moulding re-
ligious thought. Harriet Beeeher Stowe and her Uncle
Tom's Cabin deserve prominent mention in this con-
nection. The powerful and faithful pictures of slave
life as portrayed in this book brought home the sin
and shame of human slavery to the hearts and con-
sciences of the American people as no other form of
argument could have done. This book having universal
vogue at a time when the minds of the people were at
a high pitch of excitement over the slavery question
must neeessaril3>- have stimulated the agitation which
culminated in the Civil War and the most complete
and important act of human emancipation in history.
Finally let us observe for a few moments the
great
;
rigorous, matter-of-fact Carlyle. He is the
great preacher of his age. If so many hard Calvxnis-
tic truths had. not been impressed on his youthful
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mind his teaching would have contained more joy and
sunshine^yet &e does a great work for humanity. He
vitalizes Old Testament truths, he sees the divine
everywhere. If he is baffled and frustrated with
they are
regard to religious things it is because ^ so vast
and incomprehensible. He believed in and preached
the ultimate triumph of the right. No rightjv.is work
ever fails and no fraud ever escapes punishment . The
message of the French revolution is that God is met-
ing out penalties for long disobedience to His laws,
and making the/wrath of men the instrument of His will •
His Calvinism finds full sway here and is used in
a merciless manner. Due probably to his early train-
ing Carlyle never got a good view of the personal,
loving and merciful side of God's nature. Yet
there was a glory in Christ^ character that overawed
his spirit and he loved to think of Christ as the
man of sorrows.
When his wife died at a time when he was ab-
sent from home he was plunged into great agony at
the thought of never seeing her again but when he .
grew calm » He spoke always of a life to come and
of the meeting with friends as a thing not impossible
He made himself a friend of Christian thought by his
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insistence on the supremacy of the moral lav/ and. the
infinite value of the soul. He rendered the world a
lasting service in freeing religious thought from a
narrow and cramped ecclesiasticism and by bringing
to religion at the same time a sense of reality that
it was fast losing.
Every great religious movement leaves its mark
in the literature of the world. The spirit of the
Reformation is largely responsible for the literary
process of Germany. The her-- rt searchings and awaken-
ing of the imagination that marked the reign of her
father were in a measure responsible for the liter-
ary achievements of Queen Elisabeth's day. The evan-
gelical revival in England in the eighteenth cen-
tury left marked imprints upon the English liter—
ture of the nineteenth century. As one has said
Vherever the mysteries of sin and forgiveness, love
and hate, life and death assert themselves, a door
stands open to the entrance of religion and the ma-
terial of literature is ready".
It is not surprising that art has always been
the hand-maid of religions and especially of Chris-
tianity. The true artist must be religious for his
success lies in conformity to a divine lav/, and"good-
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nesB^as Joubert says " Is the beginning of beauty".
Art has flourished under pagan as well as Christian
influences. Some have claimed that early Christians
were unfavorable to it while others havd|denied that
claim-. Tiie reason for the seeming unfavorableness
to art on the part of early christians is that they
were Jews and the Semitic imagination was of a pe-
culiar type. It was restless, daring and impetuous.
It is a well established principal of formative
art that it requires a measure of fixedness and re-
pose. Under these conditions the imagination may be
confined to a single well-defined subject. The Semdtl
imagination was too restless and daring in its
flights to conform to the restrictions imposed on
sculpture, painting and architecture. But the most
dull observer could hardly fail to notice that the
temples, altars and shrines to he seen in the public
squares, market places and halls of justice would
aid in familiarizing the beholder with the thought
of the Divine. The par;an moralists regarded these
images as most helpful means of instruction and a
powerful stimulous to the faith of the worshipper.
The majority of the pagan teachers taught that the
gods were truly present in the images.
1<C
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Thus had art been made the illustrator and teach-
er of religion. Christian art received a decided
impetus when there were accessions to the church or
families of wealth and high social position. It
rr
also received encouragement by the cessation of the
fierce struggle of heathendom for re-establishment
and the removal of the danger that threatened the
5)
lapseof Christianity. In Christianity thus re-mforced
the inherent lo^e of the beautiful found means of
rational gratification; the new religion breathed
into the old form a quickening spirit ana originated
a treatment peculiarly christian. The decadence
everywhere observed in the pagan world from the
blight of faith was arrested by the vital union of
the true and the beautiful in Christianity. The
changed reflation of the Christian to the Jewish
church and the recognition of Christianity as an
important factor in the civilization of the empire
favored the alliance of the church with art which
thus received a new inspiration.
Perhaps early Christian art lid its most lasting
the
work in, catacombs . On the faces of the stone slabs,
on either side of the subterranean passage ways, might
imes
be seen sometimes painted, somet$£n^ scratched in the
•
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soft mortar a symbol or epitaph to reveal the belief
of the departed or to indicate the triumph of Chris-
tian faith. Upon the wall spaces and ceilings are
found the paintings which most clearly reveal the
artistic taste o r: the Christians prior to the fourth
century. While many of these paintings were ex-
tremely crude some were artistic. Among others found
there may be seen pictures of the Christ, the Virgin
and the Child, the Good Shepherd, -he Visit of the
Magi
.
While the Christian and pagan customs and motives
mingle so completely, the Christian life could not
be completely or influenced by the prevailing pas-
sions. Nevertheless when one considers the al-
most unparelled syncretism of nationalities, beliefs,
philosophies and ceremonies then prevalent in Rome,
it is noteworthy to how slight a degree the earlier
Christian art was influenced. Only by a comparison
of the subjects and the execution of the art of
the catacomb with contemporary Roman art can a just
conception of the restraining and modifying powers
of Christianity be gained. We must not expect that
early Christian art should be of the highest order of
excellence. Christianity made its advent at a time
-*
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when art of every form - music, painting, sculp-
ture and architecture- was in a condition of de-
cadence. Hence it would be ct mistake to regard Chris-
tian p rt as either a sudden leap into a better and
purer form, or a sudden decline from classic ex-
cellence, it must rather be regarded as a progres-
sive development.
But the early Christian had the whole thing with-
in him for which the highest art strives. He knew
what the truest art knows, that the deepest things
in humanity can never put into visible form. He re-
alised that the true poem is a life and that the
no"blest creations are in the sphere of character and
soul . 'in those visions of the Apocalypse which form ^^^&^U^
part of their inner nt^ure, the early Christians
recognized the finer union of spiritual and physical
beauty, the alliance of the inner holiness with the
splendors of the heRvenly city?
1
how
It seems almost unnecessary to show, music hasA
been the hand maid of the Christian religion in its
educative work and has made it much more effective.
With pagan religions melody is scarcely known. In
most cases where an at tempt* toward music is made only
a few, harsh, discordant instruments are played with-
c
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out reference to harmony or melody. In the pagan re-
ligion there are no heavenly emotions of love and
joy to express; therefore rausio, although of the
highest antiquity, received practically no encourage-
ment until the advent of Christianity. But Chris-
tianity has used it as an instrument to sing its way
through the world.
At the beginning of Christianity there were re-
ligious songs. The " Gloria in Jrxcelsis" dates back
to the middle of the second century if not earlier.
But every revival of religion has encouraged songs
and Christian music. The Lutheran R- formation gave a
tremendous impulse to song and it is a significant
fact that many of the first really great musicians
were Germans. The singing of Handel's "Messiah" has
without doubt inspired millions to try to live better
and who can measure the benefit people have received
in all parts of the civilized world from listening
to his other inspiring oratorios.
The Oratorios of " St. Paul " and " Elijah"by
Mendelsohn; the " Symphony's " by Beethoven; the
" Creation" by Hayden show the potent influence of
music on religion. The " Creation" which is a dis-
tinctly religious work was written by Haydn in the
-•
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most reverent spirit, with frequent recourse to prayer.
There has been a wonderful expansion of Ohris-
an
tian song since the Wesley* revival in England in the :A
eighteenth century. This revival warmedjthrilled
and made joyous the Christian consciousness. Within
two or three centuries Charles Wesley, watts, Toplady,
Bliss, SanKey and others have sung soulful strains
the like of which was never known before.
The defenge of the Bible and the Chris-
tian faith in every age have been highly educative.
The truth of the above statement has perhaps
received no better demonstration than in the case of
the apologists of the first two or three centuries
of the Christian era. The opposition to the intro-
duction of Christianity was two-fold. Not only did
the Christians and friends of the hew faith receive
physical penalties but both Jews and Pagans strove to
pre went t it from getting a foothold in
the domain of thought. Very early in the history of
(e
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Christianity both the Greek and Latin mind perceived
that it was not a premature mushroom growth of the
oriental imagination, lout had such records as
formed a substantial ground work, for its entire creed
The decline of paganism at this time was very
marked. Some pagans had became Christians while many
others because of the influence of Chrisitanity be-
came indifferent to the observance of pagan rites.
The people had grown so tired of paganism that its
main question became one of existence.
In this state of affairs it was necessary for
the friends of paganism to do something or else have
their faith overthrown. Accordingly some of the
friends of the old order, notably Tacitus, Lucian,
Celsus, and Porphyry began an attack upon the divine
character of Jesus and the credulity and deception
of his disciples. The definite charges against Chris-
tianity according to Kurst were (1) Disloyalty to
the state (2) Philosophical absurdity (3) False
theology (4) Immorality.
The system and thoroughness of the attack caused
the Christians at once to grasp the seriousness of
the situation. They accordingly planned a broad and
far-reaching system of defense. Christianity was not
lacking
i9
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for defenders. There were Greek apologists of whom
the following may be mentioned:- Irenaeus, Miltiades
Clement, Origen and Hippolytus. These endeavored to
prove that Christianity way the culmination of all
the great religious movements of the world, and that
it satisfied the great longing of humanity for truth
and life. The Latin apologists, of whom Tertullian,
Cyprian, and Arnobius may he named, endeavored to
prove that Christ ianity? had no parallel in other
faiths and fulfilled all that was unsatisfactory
in other religions. While the apologies were begun in
pure self-defense they closed with a victorious at-
tack on the entire pagan position. They laid the
foundations of their apologies so securely and did
their work so faithfully that, whenever Christianity
has been attacked in later years her friends have
always turned toward the first apologies for means ofi
defense. While the apologists have become famous for
their heroic and faithful efforts most of the works
of the enemies of Christianity have disappeared,
and there is strong ground for supposing that
many of their names have disappeared from history.
The literary efforts of the apologists which
were highly educative both to themselves and us are
models of
c1
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their kind. Says Harris of the apology of Aristides:-
" Ke is more a child than a philosopher; a child well
trained in creed and well-practiced in ethics
but this simplicity of treatment, so far from being
a weakness often adds greatly to the natural im-
pressiveness of the subject, and gives the work a
place by the side of the best Christian writings of
his age". The works of Justin Martyr addressed to
Antoninus Pius and Marcus/Aure^us f'?e important lit-
erary productions of the second century. Apolionius
wrote a fresh living memorial of Christian testimony
and heroism and one of the most interesting of the
apologies. Origen examined Paganism with great care
and his thorough exposition of its weakness was a
terrible blow to that false religious system.
The apologists answered all of the charges
brought against Christianity to the complete satis-
faction of all unprejudiced minds. They grew stronger
as they progressed in their defense until they became
defiant. They made no concessions but became the
attacking parties. They showed the depravity of the
heathen gods and the impurities of the heathen phil-
osophy
.
As Hurst well says " The apologists com-
pelled to defend their faith because of the fury of
-4-
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the attack, were driven to the studyjbf trie ground-
work of Christianity , and their work has proven a
permanent treasury of defensive argiaments for all
subsequent crises of sceptical attack".
There have been defenders of the Christian faith
and students of Christian evidences in every age.
Whenever this "orld has swung too far fropi the path
of rectitude, whenever Christianity has been threat-
ened to be pushed to the rear God has had a ehampion
ready to take up its cause and push it farther to
the front than ever before. In the controversial age
of Christianity every question that could be urged
against it was answered satisfactorily. V/hether the
Person of Christ or the "Divinity of Christ was in
question a champion was always ready. While from
time to time a Constant ine, a St. Augustine or a
Chrysostom ha& given telling arguments for the
cause of right
.
It is significant fact that in nearly every
century of the Christian Era a large number, of the
great minds have been theologians. What other field
of thought can produce such a list of names as-
Irenaeus, Clement, Origen, Bonifaoe, Columban, Fran-
cis of Assissi, Thomas a Kempis, ^Vyiliffe
,
Huss,
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Jerome, SavanarolS Luther, Erasmus
,
Calvin, Knox
besides Edwards, Lesley and scores of others of later
times. Nothing develops and expands the minds of men
as much as the thinking of great thoughts and there
are no greater thoughts than those provoked by the
study of God's character and Kis dealing with humanit
The Reformation was essentially a re-
ligious movement of an educative character.
A word should be said about the Renaissance which
was the remote cause of the Reformation. During the
Renaissance resolution was in the air. The Holy Ro-
man Empire was waning and Europe was rapidly being
modernized.
The crusades, maritime discoveries, the inven-
tion of printing, the revival of learning, the
preaching of Savanarola had each exerted a lib-
eralizing influence on the mediaeval mind and the
spirit of reform was prevalent. The middle age scho-
lasticism, theology and philosophy was being put
aside. Amidst such an upheaval it was impossible that
((
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The fundamental teachings of the church should not
be affected. At first the general feeling among
thinKing minds was to reform things as they were.
This was the feeling in the councils of the fifteenth
century and in the national movements in England and
ed
Bohemia. The Franciscans and Waliiensians vish^to re-
store the primitive simplicity of the Christian life.
One c- j n see the reformatory sentiment also in the
ridicule by certain writers of abuses in the church
and the doubt of theologians. The work of Reuchlin
and Erasmus had telling effect here. They were
scholars of the New Learning who wished to raise the
standard of the culture of the day by spreading ed-
ucation. They desired with many others to make the
church broad and tolerant enough to embrace all
forms of Christian belief when in the next gener-
ation scholars more aggresive than themselves were
driven to separation from the Catholic church these
were horrified. But these reform ideas were not of
an ephemeral character. When they were frustrated
up
again and again the explosion of pent^forces is his-
torically comprehensible. Without this accumulated
dissatisfaction of generations Luther's appeal would
have been in vain. The Reformation movement becomes
t
it
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intelligent as we think of the Renaissance as a back-
ground and cause.
The principals of Protestantism as set forth by
its advocates are briefly these:- The word of God is
the final authority on all religious questions.lt is
superior to, tradition, the Pope, and the decision of
Councils; a sinner is saved by faith alone. He cannot
obtain salvation by any amount of good works which
he may accomplish but is forgiven and saved through
faith in the work of Christ; no mediator is needed
between man and Cod except Jesus Christ, and that
all believers have direct access to Him.
The immediate cause of the Reformation was
Luther's controversy over the preaching of indul-
gences in Germany to be granted by Leo X to all who
should contribute alms to the building of St. Peter's
church in Rome. Thic led to Luther's posting his fa-
mous theses on the church door at Wittenberg. In
these he claimed that the Pope could not remit any
but self-imposed penalties and that his power did
not reach beyond this life. Luther was surprised that
the news of his thesis posting should spread rapidly
throughout Germany. He was only trying again to re-
form certain abuses in the church and did not intend
•-
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to break away from it .But what had not been ac-
complished by gentle means eould not be achieved by
more radical methods.
But the die was cast. A man that had courage
enough to nail the theses to a church door and thus
bring the matter before the public was not to be
scared into submission or compromise. Instead of
Luther being intimidated by the opposition he en-
countered, he submitted the whole Roman Catholic sys-
tem to a rigid investigation and discovered that
there was much else besides indulgences in the Catho-
lic church that he could not accept. He grew sus-
picious of the authority of the Pope and over against
it put the authority of the Bible and published
" The Babylonish Captivity".
Nov; follow in rapid succession Luther's ex-com-
munication by Leo X, the burning of the papal bull by
Luther, his impressive npeech before the Diet of Worm?
Them followed religious wars for nearly one hun-
in
dred years until the peace of WestphaliaA164S
.
Movements similar to Luthei^s went on in Swit-
zerland headed by Zwingli, in Bohemia headed by Huss,
In Scotland headed by Knox, and in Geneva headed by
Calvin. The movement spread all over Europe in a com-
•
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paratively short time.
The liberalizing effect of the Reformation began
by the Renaissance movement was one of the greatest
educational stimuli of the centuries. One can hardly
realise how extensively emboldening was the Reforma-
tion. The tra mmelei of the Roman church being thrown
off, the mind and imagination of man could soar withoul
hindrance. Before the Reformation a man with a new
idea hardly dare express it lest he should offend
the Pope and harm come to him. Before this time a
man hardly dared to think but now he not only could
think but could worship God 11 According to the dic-
tates of his own conscience and under his own vine
and fig-tree"
.
The helpful effects of the Reformation were
not confine i alone to the Protestants. Heretofore
the Popes had turned a deaf ear to the cries for re-
form in the church that had been raised in Europe for
more than two centuries. At length frightened by
the Protestant movement they yielded to the new spiril
and instituted a series of reformatory measures. As a
result there was a rapid change for the better in the
lives and character of the clergy. Not only were thes*
changes taxitty place but Ignatius Loyola founded the
j
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Order of Jesuits whioh was to be henceforth a power
in the Catholic church. They carried on foreign mis-
sion work on a grand scale, fostered education, de-
voted themselves to politics and made themselves
felt on every hand. Thus we see that the Reforma-
tion exerted an educative influence in both Protes-
tant; and Catholic churches.
The moulders of nearly all the early civil-
isations of the world have be^n devotees of some re-
ligion. Paul planted many churches and furthered
a
civilizations during his active ministry to^remarkabJ
degree. Ke was well educated beforejhis conversion
but by his experiences after that memorable time he
receives a large number of practical ideas re-
garding the world and the people in it .We sometimes
lose sight of the fact that not all educational work
is carried on within high school or college walls.
In all probability no university training that any
person ever received would compare with the educatioi
of the twelve disciples who spent about three years
Le
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with their Lord. Who can fully estimate the value of
such lessons as that of the transfiguration, Peter's
confession, the foot-washing and the cross-hearing?
How much of an educational character, would be lost
to the world if the Sermon on the Mount and John XIII
XVI should be removed from the realm of literature!
As we atch Paul in our imagination travelling
through Antioeh, Iconium, Lystra and Perbe
,
sharing
the joys and sorrov/s of the people, asking and re-
ceiving God's guidance at every turn. we feel that for
one to have God's special guidance is to enjoy the
richest things of an educational character. When in
his second journey lie outrivalled the expedition of
Alexander the Great when he carried the civilization
of Greece into the heart of Asia, or that, of Caesar
when he landed on the shore of Britain, we feel that
we would almost undergo his hardships if we could
have the benefits he received. What comfort Paul must
have received from the churches he founded. Then he
had the promise of Jesus being verified to him con-
stantly, which is verified to every true missionary,
" Lo I am with you always even unto the end of the
world". This oresence with us makes up in an edu-
>n
optional way for all seeing losses.
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As we think of Livingstone in Africa and the
loneliness and privations he underwent for the sake of
the dark people of Africa, our hearts almost bleed
until we know how constantly God was with him. For
more than thirty years he labored alone and against
great odds, but his devotion and heroism centered
the eyes of the world upon Africa so that many others
have been encouraged to take up the work so well be-
gun. There is an education of the heart as well as
tlie head and a prominent step necessary for the most
rapid education of the heart is a self-sacrificing de
votion to the interests of another.
est
Adoniram Judson endowed by nature with the high-,
intellectual gifts. K« graduated from Brown Univer-
sity in his nineteenth year with the highest honors.
Acute in intellect, with great powers of acquistion ^jlj^jLul^
and unfaltering perseverance, the boy gave indica-
^
tions of the future man. */
Saved by the death of a friend from the wave of j^L^C&^t^
infidelity that was sweeping the land his moral na-
ture became thoroughly aroused. With this conflict
going on in his heart and mind he turned to a care-
ful examination of the grounds of Christian faith.
He entered Andover theological seminary and opened
•((
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all the doors of his soul to the light of truth and
it gradually came in?' He surrendered himself with
his whole nature to the will of God and accepted
Christ as his Saviour. A short time after this he de-
cided upon the ministry as a life work. After reading
two books on missions he gave himself in enthusiastic
and thoughtful consecration to the evangelisation
of the heathen. A short time afterward his desires
were fixed on a mission to Burmah. The world knows
the rest of the story, how he was one of the four
to occasion the founding of the American Board of
Foreign Missions; how after almost ins urmount able
obstacles in India he was driven to Burmah, there ac-
quired the Burmese language, a task of great diffi-
culty; how great joy came to the soul of Judson
when a few were converted as a result of his preach-
ing. But this is not all. A little ground was being
gained each year, the New Testament was translated
into the Burmese language. After long months of im-
prisonment sickness and cruelty he was restored to
his heroic wife. In 1834 he gives thanks to God for
the completion of the translation of the Bible into
Burmese. The wilderness had begun to blossom as the
rose. In 1834 when Judson was forty- six years old
i•
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there were six hundred sixty-six church members in
Burma]!, in 1835, seven hundred eighty-six were added
and in 1836, one thousand one hundred and forty-four
wore were add.ed. In 1843 he began a dictionary of
the Burmese language. He visited America for a short
period prior to 1846 and received reverence and ova-
tions on every hand. In 1846 he married his third
wife and returned to Burmah. In 1849 he died amidst
great peace and triumphs. Some of his sayings during
his last days as recorded by his wife are as follows :-
" I have gained the victory at last I love every one
of Christ's redeemed, I prefer the meanest of his
creatures "before myself". " No man ever left this
world with more inviting prospects, with brighter
hopes, with warmer feeling". " Lying here on my bed
when I could not talk, I have had such views of the
loving condescension of Christ and the glories of
Heven as I believe are seldom granted to mortal man.
It is not that I shrink from death or that I wish to
live, neither is it that the ties that bind me here,
though some of tiiem are very sweet, bear any compar-
ison with the drawings I feel at times toward heaven;
but a few years would not be missed from an eternity
of bliss, and I can well afford to spare them for
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your sake and for the sake of the poor Burmans. l|am
not tired of my work, neither am I tired of the world
yet when Christ calls me home I shall go with the
gladness of a hoy hounding away from school".
" If " as Kingsley says, » In the shallowest
natures there are unfathomable depths", what may we
expeet from $ natures endowed to affluence and
enriched by culture and Christianity? Judson's in-
tellectual endowments were of an exceptionally high
order while his Christian character was ripe and
remarkable. He gave himself to God without reserve
in his youth and God led hirn by a royal highway,
through sacrifices of ambitions, through imprison-
ment, through sickness, through suffering; and
because he abased himself, God exalted him. He
literally walked on the mountain tops of religious
life
.
When v/e consider how much Judson sacrificed yet
how closely he walked with God are we not con-
strained to feel that this is a very essence of re-
ligious education? Jesus said " If any man will do
His will he shall know the doctrine". Here we have
the fact suggested that loving obedience to God is
at the foundation of an effective religion. While it
>
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is in and through effective religion that the most
helpful edueatijhal processes are prosecuted. If a
man is in the right state of mind toward truth and
toward God, the source and existence of truth, then
is
heAtruly religious and religion of this character
is a potent, hand- maid of education.
Religion is primarily educational because it
reals with the essential, the immortal and the eter-
nal. When we remember that the real man is the soul
there can be no true education that does not deal
with the soul, and its obligations. The work of
the poet, the artist, the scientist, the teacher is
educative in the highest sense in proportion to the
correctness of his r^ Ligioir' views.
To be sure, religion as a subject of study
has a cultural value similar to that of sociology or
It
literature .^takes equal rank with other cultural
s
as industry, art, morality. It shares with these
also the final destiny of development. It began in
vague and crude notions and practices; very generally
progressed or even suffered sometimes arrest or
regress until under better conditions it has at-
tained its high though not yet perfect development.
Religious controversy of the centuries has
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largely been between two extreme parties. Those who
believe everything and those who believe nothing,
the ereduloue and the sceptical. The first rely on
authority; the second on culture. Now each of these
phases of truth deserves attention.
Blind obedience alone is a poor foundation on
which to rest ones faith. God intends that reason
should have a large place in His study and service
or he would not have endowed men so richly in this
respect. Reason is the rational ladder between the
human and divine mind. God is the most reasonable
Being in the world. The mor^ the Bible is examined
and reg-ard^d in a reasonable way the firmer its
foundation is seen to be.
But on the other hand religious experience does
not grow very rapidly in the mind of a critical
person. He is too intent on examining the products
of his and others religious life to exercise the ful]
unquestioning faith and obedience necessary to exal-
ted visions and rapid progress. Sometimes it seems
necessary, as in the case of a missionary going to
foreign fields where no one has ever been before,
to exercise a blind faith and obey and leave it to
God to furnish reasons later. The most sublime
- 9
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experiences seem to have been gained in this way.
Following experiences of this cha.racter
?
a student,
thinker and reasoner is needed to create a vocab-
ulary and formulate a creed. The value of an indi-
vidual experience is slight if there is no vocab-
ulary whereby it can be communicated to others. The
signal success of the Wesleyan movement in the
eighteenth century was largely due to the fact that
Wesley possessed both these characteristics- student
and believer.
While the eras of religious progress are
marked by pronounced phases of religious experience
the enthusiast has depended upon the thinker and
critic to formulate his experiences in communicable
form and put them in shape to abide. It is when both
these phases of religion are considered and realized
the
that it has highest educational value.
FINIS
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